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1:40 G5G5 G6G6 S5S5 S6S6
2:50 B11B11 B10B10 G9G9 S9S9
4:00 G11G11 G10G10 S11S11 S10S10

Tournament InformationTournament InformationTournament InformationTournament Information
Venues: War Memorial Gym (4 courts) and UBC Student Rec Centre (4 courts)
Format: All teams play 3 Round Robin matches on Friday
Playoffs: All teams are guaranteed a minimum of 2 matches. 
                   Exact format TBD
Warm Up: Minimum 3 and 3, or 6 minutes together. If time permits, 5 and 5 will be used
                      Please use open courts and other areas for warm up. Officials are instructed to keep matches on time.
Start Times: There are several slots where matches can start early. Please be prepared.
Rules: Best of 3, 3rd set to 15 if needed. No cap.
             Each team allowed 2, 1 minute time outs per set
             12 subs plus libero and libero can switch each set but must always have contrasting jersey
Officiating: UBC players and staff to officiate. Some courts will have referees who are being evaluated for carding purposes.
                        Teams must provide one person to scorekeep and one linesperson each match.
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